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Problem
A statewide student learning outcome that is common to our studio art classes requires
each student to assemble a presentation of their work to demonstrate professional
competence in technical skills and design. In order to address the professionalism SLO,
students are required to prepare and showcase artwork that was created as part of their
coursework. Each semester, we hold a student art show for students to display this work. In
past shows, weaknesses were noted primarily in the two following areas:
Figure Proportions
• Professional jeweler Michael Boyd: “weakness of proportions in figures” (AY 2006-07)
Professionalism of Presentation
• Retired CSU-P art professor Ed Sajbel: “sculpture needed to be displayed more
prominently.” (AY 2007-08)
• Professional artist Teresa Vito: students need to be aware that “presentation is everything,
down to the details – clean glass, clean matte, clean frame, clean base.” (2009)
• Professional artist and arts advocate Bonnie Waugh: “more care was needed in
professionalism as in general frame selection and matting choices.” (2010)

Plan
Figure Proportions
• Art Faculty determined that extra lessons should be added in Drawing I to emphasize
proportion and, most significantly, added figure drawing to the studio art curriculum so
that students could develop their skills in complex proportion.
• Art Faculty advocated to add a new figure drawing class, and the class was implemented
beginning spring 2011.
• Most recently, in spring 2017, a figure drawing module with a model was added to
Drawing II to reinforce proportion for those students who may not have the opportunity to
take the full Figure Drawing class.
Professionalism of Presentation
• PCC art faculty member David McKean built sculpture display stands for student to use at
the art show.
• The department purchased additional matte cutting machines, implemented matting
workshops, and developed rubrics in studio classes to target professional presentation.

Assessment Activity
For each semester’s showcase, we identify and invite a guest judge – a regional practicing professional artist or art academic.
The students’ work is assessed by the guest judge to identify strengths and weaknesses in the form of qualitative/narrative
feedback. The judge selects outstanding work (1st, 2nd, 3rd place and 1-2 honorable mentions) in each media category as well
as the overall best of show artwork and provides feedback on the strengths and weaknesses displayed in each medium. Art
Department faculty record the judge’s comments so that they can be discussed, analyzed, shared with adjunct faculty, and used
to make improvements to the curriculum.

Results and Data
Figure Proportions
Our efforts were rewarded with the judging of the spring 2017 student art show when judge Caroline Peters, a CSU-Pueblo art
professor, stated that she observed “strong accuracy of proportions in drawing.”
Professionalism of Presentation
• Sculpture display stands have since been implemented in the student shows for more professional display.
• Presentation weaknesses have since been observed in individual artworks, but not across the board as previously noted.

Closing the Loop & Next Steps
We will continue to utilize this process to evaluate student learning in studio classes. Our next step is to create
a more formal assessment form for the judge to ensure that the feedback pointedly addresses particular
fundamental skills and past weaknesses in each art form and professionalism so that we can continue to make
improvements to our curriculum.

